Self-regulatory trainings can be an effective complementary treatment for mental health disorders. We investigated the effects of a six-week-focused meditation training on emotion and attention regulation in undergraduates randomly allocated to a meditation, a relaxation, or a wait-list control group. Assessment comprised a discrimination task that investigates the relationship between attentional load and emotional processing and self-report measures. For emotion regulation, results showed greater reduction in emotional interference in the low attentional load condition in meditators, particularly compared to relaxation. Only meditators presented a significant association between amount of weekly practice and the reduction in emotion interference in the task and significantly reduced image ratings of negative valence and arousal, perceived anxiety and difficulty during the task, and state and trait-anxiety. For attention regulation, response bias during the task was analyzed through signal detection theory. After training, meditation and relaxation significantly reduced bias in the high attentional load condition. Importantly, there was a doseresponse effect on general bias: the lowest in meditation, increasing linearly across relaxation and wait-list. Only meditators reduced omissions in a concentrated attention test. Focused meditation seems to be an effective training for emotion and attention regulation and an alternative for treatments in the mental health context.
Introduction
From a psychological point of view, meditation is a broad term that refers to a variety of techniques that aim to develop self-regulatory skills in the emotional and cognitive domains [1] . There has been an increased interest in the scientific study of meditation practices, in both its clinical application in the health care context and in the understanding of its mechanisms of action [2, 3] .
From a theoretical and practical perspective, meditation seems to be particularly related to greater mental health [4, 5] . In psychological terms, one of the rationales underlying the meditation practice is that it comprises a form of mental training through which practitioners try to develop and increase flexibility and awareness of their mental processes, culminating in mental stability, well-being, and emotional balance [6] . Accordingly, results from randomized trials have demonstrated that meditation interventions as short as one or 2 Evidence-Based Complementary and Alternative Medicine two months long can promote psychological improvements in patients with disorders such as social anxiety [7, 8] , depression [9] , and distress [10] , as well as in healthy samples [11, 12] .
It has been discussed that these outcomes likely reflect more adaptive emotion regulatory strategies, particularly better control of attention allocation, which allows the interruption of negative emotional processing [5, 13] . Noteworthy, attentional training constitutes one of the fundamental principles upon which meditation practices develop [3, 6] , and it has been regarded as a cornerstone for any self-regulatory training from a cognitive perspective [14] . Thus, there seems to be an interesting parallel between psychological and meditation premises on how to foster emotion regulation.
Taking these considerations into account, the present study aimed to validate a secular focused meditation training by evaluating its effects on the ability to control attention allocation to negative stimuli in a healthy sample of undergraduates. The technique employed resembles dharana meditation [3] , but, instead of using a mantra, it consisted of focusing attention on counting the out breath in order to avoid any direct link to a specific philosophy or doctrine in the university environment. The meditation group was compared to a relaxation and a wait-list control group, and the training schedule consisted of six weekly meetings.
Both emotion and attention regulations were assessed through a behavioral paradigm-the discriminative task [15] . The task comprises the random display of either a negative arousing or a neutral picture in the center of the screen, flanked by two peripheral bars. Participants are instructed to direct their eye gaze to the center while ignoring the taskirrelevant image and decide by a key press if the bars have the same orientation or not. There are two conditions, each requiring different levels of processing resources to succeed on the task. These are referred to as easy and difficult load conditions, in which subjects have to discriminate bars with a 90 ∘ or 6 ∘ difference in orientation, respectively. The emotion impact index is represented by the interference of the irrelevant negative image on the relevant attention task for each condition. According to the load theory [16] , greater allocation of attentional resources to a relevant task may help reduce interference from irrelevant emotional stimuli. Thus, attentional deployment away from emotional stimuli, imposed by task constraints, may reduce emotional response and be an effective emotion regulation strategy [17, 18] . In the present study, we did not expect differences among groups for the difficult load condition, given that its exogenous attentional load was probably high enough to modulate emotion interference for all groups (see [15] ). However, it was expected that in the easy condition only those trained in meditation would reduce emotion interference after training. Regardless of the low attentional load of the easy task, meditators were expected to have developed endogenous attentional control and greater attentional deployment away from the emotional stimuli [1] . Those trained only in relaxation or the wait-list controls were not expected to show such control.
Additionally, to further explore their attention regulation capacity, given that the task demanded an executive attention operation-paying attention to, discriminating, and deciding about the difference between two peripheral bars, we relied on signal detection theory (SDT) analyses [19] . In particular, the response bias index was used as it has been related to attentional control [20] [21] [22] . Response bias can be interpreted as the tendency to prioritize one of two answers, normally indicating that the subject adopts a strategy. In other words, it is a readiness to automatically give the same response [19, 23] . Given that attention training was an exclusive component of the meditation intervention and based on the importance of attention for self-regulation, we expected that only meditators would decrease response bias.
Methods

Participants.
College students from the Universidade Federal do Rio Grande do Sul were invited to take part in the study through email and posters spread around its three campuses. Five hundred and twenty four students volunteered. After an online screening survey, participants were excluded if they were not in the range of 20-40 years old, did not have normal or corrected to normal vision, had any psychiatric or neurologic disorder, were taking any psychoactive medication, were undergoing psychotherapy treatment, and had had previous experience with meditation or yoga. One hundred students (57% female, 92% single, 81% with up to five minimum wage income, mean age 25 years, SD = 4.41) eligible for participation were randomly assigned to one of three groups: focused meditation (FM = 35), progressive relaxation (PR = 37), or wait-list control (WLC = 28). Seventy-four participants concluded the experiment (FM = 26, PR = 24, WLC = 24), of whom 41% were female, 70% single, 59% with up to five minimum wage income, and with a mean age of 25 years, SD = 4.44. None of these variables differed among groups ( ≥ .05), nor did attrition rates [ 2 (2) = 3.60, = .16]. The Federal University of Rio Grande do Sul Ethics Committee (Institutional Review Board) approved this study. Participants provided written informed consent before the data were collected.
2.2.
Design. This study comprised a randomized controlled trial. For the discrimination task, we employed a 2 (distractors' emotional load: neutral versus negative) × 2 (trial's attentional load: easy versus difficult) × 3 (group: focused meditation versus progressive relaxation versus wait-list control) design with repeated measures on the first two factors.
Assessment
Screening
Sociodemographic Questionnaire. Created for the present study in order to investigate sociodemographic variables and exclusion criteria variables.
Self-Report Questionnaire-SRQ [24] . The SRQ consists of 23 questions that investigate minor and psychotic psychiatric symptoms through yes/no answers. The validated Brazilian version, whose sensitivity and specificity coefficients are 83% and 80%, respectively, was used [25] . The cutoff point for female and male was 7 and 6 positive answers, respectively. Figure 1 : Experimental design: a centered fixation cross was presented for 1,500 ms, followed by a central picture and two peripheral bars, presented simultaneously (for 200 ms) to the right and left sides of fixation. Then a checkerboard-like mask was presented; this remained on the screen until the response was made or 2,000 ms had elapsed. Subjects were instructed to ignore the central picture and attend to the peripheral bars, responding with a keypress as quickly and accurately as possible whether the bars were in the same or a different orientation.
Pretest and Posttest
State and Trait Anxiety Inventory (STAI) [26] . The STAI comprises two scales measuring state and trait anxiety through twenty questions each. Answers are given on a 4-point Likert scale (1 = not at all, 4 = very much). The state and trait questions represent how the person feels at the present moment and normally, respectively. The higher the score, the greater the anxiety levels. The validated Brazilian version was used. Cronbach's alpha for the state scale is .89 and .88 for the trait [27] .
Concentrated Attention Test (Teste de Atenção
Concentrada-AC) [28] . AC is a Brazilian psychometric test that assesses focused attention, with a test-retest coefficient of .73. For a maximum of 5 minutes, participants should mark only three types of triangles, among many others, all randomly distributed in rows on a paper sheet. Assessment of focused attentional performance includes correct answers, errors, omissions, and total score.
Adult Self-Report Scale-ASRS [29] . The ASRS consists of 18 items, contemplating attention deficit and hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) symptoms adapted to adult life. Answers are given on a 5-point scale (0 = never, 1 = rarely, 2 = sometimes, 3 = often, and 4 = very often). Positive answers include "often" and "very often, " and for some questions (items 3, 4, 5, and 9 for part A and items 2, 7, and 9 for part B) "sometimes. " Cut-off point for possible diagnosis includes a minimum of 6 symptoms in at least one domain (inattention items 1-9 from part A and hyperactivity items 1−9 from part B), or both, and a score above 24 is considered highly suggestive of diagnosis. The ASRS was used in order to compare these symptoms across groups. If groups differed, this variable would be controlled for in AC and discrimination task analyses.
Discrimination Task [15] . Figure 1 illustrates the trial structure. Each trial initiated with a fixation cross, shown for 1,500 ms. Next, a central picture (9 ∘ × 12 ∘ ) and two peripheral bars (0.3 ∘ × 3.0 ∘ ) were presented for 200 ms. The bars were at 9 ∘ to the right and left of the center of the picture. A wholescreen checkerboard mask was then shown, remaining on the screen until the subject responded or for 2,000 ms, which was the response deadline. The subjects were instructed to ignore the task-irrelevant central images and to respond as quickly and as accurately as possible whether or not the orientations of the peripheral bars were the same. Keypresses (with the right or left index finger) corresponding to same/different orientations ("q" or "p") were counterbalanced across subjects. Two classes of images were employed: "neutral" (NE) and "emotional/unpleasant" (EM). Neutral images consisted of photographs of people, and unpleasant images consisted of photographs of mutilated bodies. We chose mutilated bodies because these are considered to be a very impacting category of emotional stimuli, likely to cause interference. Indeed, it has been already demonstrated that these images are efficient in generating an interference effect in the same paradigm used in the present study [15] . One hundred and twenty different images, 60 neutral and 60 unpleasant were utilized. A different set of pictures was used in the pretest and posttest sessions, and in each session pictures were repeated once. Fortytwo images (14 neutral and 28 unpleasant) were taken from the International Affective Picture System (IAPS) developed by Lang and colleagues [30] , and the remaining ones were obtained from the Internet. For the latter group of images, following the protocol developed by Lang and colleagues, all images were assessed on a 1-9 scale in terms of valence (from negative to positive) and arousal (from low to high) by a group of undergraduate students ( = 20, age = 22.3 years, SD = 1.8) using the paper-and-pencil version of the 4 Evidence-Based Complementary and Alternative Medicine Self-Assessment Manikin [31] . Overall, images in the neutral category had mean valence ratings of 5.0 and mean arousal ratings of 3.3; images in the unpleasant category had mean valence ratings of 2.2 and mean arousal ratings of 6.4. The experimental session started with three training blocks containing 20 trials each, which were followed by three regular blocks of trials (80 trials each). The order of neutral and unpleasant images within a block was randomized. During training blocks, all images were photographs of objects, such as tools and furniture. During each experimental block, the difficulty of the bar-orientation task was fixed. One "easy" (EA) and two "difficult" (DF) blocks were obtained by manipulating the angular difference of the bars on nonmatch trials: 90 ∘ in easy blocks and 6 ∘ in the difficult blocks. There were two difficult blocks to guarantee the necessary number of correct answers in this condition. Each block contained the same number of match and nonmatch trials and the same number of neutral and unpleasant images. Valence and arousal levels for emotional and neutral images presented in each block type were matched to avoid differences in emotionality between blocks. During the training blocks, participants received feedback, which indicated anticipatory responses (reaction times-RT-less than 100 ms), slow responses (RT greater than 2,000 ms), and whether an incorrect key was pressed; during training, the RT was also indicated on the screen after each trial. Experimental blocks, which followed the training blocks, lasted approximately 5 min each, and their order was randomized across subjects. The subjects sat approximately 60 cm from the display, and the stimuli were presented with the software E-Prime.
Task Ratings. Two analog scales were used to assess how anxious participants felt during the task (anxiety DT) and how difficult they thought the task was (difficulty DT). Answers were given on a 10-point scale (0 = not at all, 10 = very much).
Picture Ratings. Participants viewed the pictures previously presented in the task in order to assess their valence and arousal. In total, 4 blocks were presented: 20 negative pictures from the easy condition, 20 neutral pictures from the easy condition, 20 negative pictures from the difficult condition, and 20 neutral pictures from the difficult condition. For the difficult condition, because there were two blocks during the behavioral task, the 20 negative and 20 neutral pictures were randomly selected from both blocks. The set of images in the behavioral task was different from pre-to posttest. Thus, the set of images for the ratings was also different for preand posttest. For the 4 blocks in the picture rating, images were displayed for 1 sec, and in the end participants had 15 sec to rate the block using the paper-and-pencil version of the Self-Assessment Manikin [31] . For both valence and arousal subjects rated the block from 1 (very unpleasant and very relaxing, resp.) to 9 (very pleasant and very alerting, resp.).
Program Rating. At the end of the 6-week training, participants rated the meditation and relaxation programs' quality (1 = very bad, 2 = bad, 3 = indifferent, 4 = good, and 5 = very good) and the usefulness of practices (1 = not at all, 2 = a little, and 3 = very much).
During Intervention
Practice Record. Every week participants received and completed a form to register the frequency and duration of practice at home.
Procedure.
After advertisement, volunteers interested in taking part in the study were sent the screening questionnaires online. Those eligible to participate were contacted to schedule a visit to the laboratory for the pretest session, which occurred during two weeks prior to the beginning of the trainings for all participants. Two assessments, one at pretest and another at posttest (before and after training, resp.), were carried out at the Laboratory of Experimental Psychology, Neuroscience, and Behavior, at the Institute of Psychology, Federal University of Rio Grande do Sul. The following sequence of assessment was used: STAI-S, AC, STAI-T, discrimination task, task ratings, ASRS, and picture ratings. The reason for determining this sequence was twofold: to avoid the influence of the experimental task in the anxiety measures, as well as in the concentrated attention test, and to avoid leaving the task for the last assessment, as this could affect performance due to the amount of previous testing. Students were randomly assigned to one of the three groups. FM and PR trainings included 6 weekly meetings, each lasting one hour and thirty minutes. For each of them, there were four concurrent groups undergoing training at different times during the week. Posttest sessions also occurred during the two weeks after the training, following the same assessment sequence. WLC participants did not have any activity between testing sessions but did receive the meditation training after final testing. Training sessions were conducted by one of the authors, a psychologist with group experience, extensive training, and regular personal practice of yoga and meditation. Meetings were held in classrooms in the three campuses. Training sessions always started with a brief discussion about participants' weekly practice, difficulties, and experiences, followed by instructions, breathing exercises, formal practice-FM or PR-and again a brief discussion about the experience with that particular meeting. In the first and second meetings, formal practice lasted 15 and 20 minutes, respectively. For the following meetings, practices lasted 30 minutes. For the FM, participants could either sit cross-legged on a mat or on a chair with their feet on the ground. Because everyone was a beginner, they were instructed to pay attention to their own breathing, trying to slightly prolong the exhalation. Also, in order to characterize focused meditation, as well as to maintain their focus to this process and to the present moment, they were instructed to count their exhalation (mantras were not used in order to avoid any direct links to a specific philosophical or religious tradition). In the first half of the training, counting consisted of cycles fromof 1 to 10, and, for the next half, participants counted backwards from 100 to 1 (always one number per exhalation). PR sessions were formatted the same way, but all participants lay down on the mat for formal practice, which consisted of successive exercises of tension-relaxation for specific muscle groups [32] . A different muscle group was focused in each session (1st = wrists and arms; 2nd = faceforehead, eyes, nose, mouth, jaw; 3rd = neck; 4th = shoulders, chest, back, and abdomen; 5th = legs, feet; 6th = all together). Many repetitions of tension (±7 sec) and relaxation (±30 sec) were performed, after which people were guided to relax each part of the body, trying to keep alert during the whole process for the remaining time. For both groups, in the first meeting we provided a CD specially recorded for the study, with each guided practice, in order to help the daily training at home, as well as the practice record forms, which were collected in the last meeting or posttest session.
Statistical Analyses
For the discrimination task, all anticipatory and slow responses (<100 ms and >2,000 ms, resp.) were excluded from analyses; eliminated trials were infrequent at pre-and posttest (1.01% and 1% of the trials, resp.).
To explore the modulation produced by the emotional pictures we calculated the median reaction time (RT) and error rate (ER) for neutral and negative trials for each participant. These were the dependent variables, included in a factorial general linear model (GLM) for repeated measures considering load (easy versus difficult) and valence (emotional versus neutral) as within factors and group (FM versus PR versus WLC) as a between-subjects factor. We ran separate analyses for RT and ER.
A signal detection theory (SDT) analysis [19] was used to explore the effects of the meditation intervention over attentional control. First we calculated hits and false alarms, and response bias ( ) analyses were conducted on the proportion of correct responses (( ) "Same" rate: the tendency to respond "same", regardless of trial status) [19] . These were included in a GLM for repeated measures, with the same factors described above.
Posttest.
At posttest, the same GLMs were again carried out but with time as an additional within-subjects factor (pretest versus posttest). ANOVAs, polynomial contrasts, and pairwise comparisons using -test were applied when appropriate. For all analyses, the SPSS 20.0 was used, and the alpha level for statistical significance was = .05.
Results
Pretest.
All measures were compared between drop-outs (i.e., participants who did not complete the study) and completers (i.e., participants who completed training and both testing sessions), and no significant differences were found. There were neither differences nor interactions between completers' groups in any of the variables analyzed. Of particular importance for this study, groups did not differ on attention deficit-hyperactivity disorder symptoms as measured by the ASRS ( (2, 88) 
Discrimination Task.
There were no differences among groups for any of the task analyses ( > .05). A general emotional interference produced by the presence of a negative picture while subjects performed the discriminative task was revealed by the main effect for valence in the RT ( (1, 94) = 11.59, = .001). Participants were slower to perform the task when the central picture was negative (M = 600 ms, SD = 171) than neutral (M = 582 ms, SD = 148). The assumption that the difficulty of the bar orientation task was increased by reducing the angular difference between the bars was corroborated by a main effect of load in the ER outcome ( (1, 94) = 803.3, < .001; DF > EA). As expected, error rates were increased during the difficult condition (M = 45%, SD = 8.2) in comparison to the easy condition (M = 11%, SD = 10.9).
Using signal detection theory analysis, results showed that in the difficult condition response bias was significantly greater ( (1, 96) = 117.6, < .001; M = .73, SD = .18)) than in the easy condition (M = .50, SD = .04).
Self-Report
Assessments. There were no differences among groups ( > .05). Results are presented in Table 1 . 
Posttest
Practice Record and Program
Discrimination Task.
The reaction time analysis of the emotional interference effect produced by viewing emotional pictures revealed an interaction between valence and time ( (1, 66) = 4.1, = .045). Performing the discrimination task in the presence of an emotional picture was significantly different from neutral picture only at pretest ( (96) = 3.40, = .001), but not at posttest ( (70) = 1.7, = .09). According to our hypothesis, we expected a reduction of the emotional effect of negative stimuli in the easy condition in the posttest session for the FM group. To test this difference, we created a variable to represent modulations in reaction time due to intervention. The variable was calculated by subtracting the reaction times in the posttest condition from the reaction times in the pretest condition for emotional and neutral images, each separately, and for each load condition (easy and difficult). Thus, there were a variable representing the subtraction in reaction time for the emotional images in the easy and in the difficult condition and a variable representing this subtraction for neutral images in the easy and the difficult condition. Negative values would indicate a reduction of picture interference on the main discrimination task. After performing a GLM for this variable for each load condition separately, results partially corroborated our hypothesis. We analyzed data from each load condition separately because, as discussed previously, they represent conditions with very different levels of neural resources available to process the distractive pictures and group effect that were not expected to be present in the difficult load condition. We found a trend towards an interaction between valence and group in the easy condition ( (2, 66) = 2.38, = .10) but not in the difficult condition ( (2, 66) = 1.71, = .20). To further explore these results, we carried out planned comparisons for emotional and neutral images in the easy condition. Meditators presented a significantly greater reduction of emotion interference in comparison to the relaxation group ( (46) = 2.69, = 0.01) but not in comparison to the wait-list control group ( (43) = −.88, = .37) (Figure 2 ). There were no significant differences between groups for neutral images (all Ps > .05). In order to make sure that this result indicated a reduction in the emotional interference by negative stimuli among meditators and not just a tradeoff between speed and error, we also created the same index subtracting ER for emotion images from pre-to posttest, and there were no group differences ( (2, 66) = 1.47, = .23).
Finally, to explore if the amount of meditation practice could predict the ability to reduce the emotional impact of negative stimuli in the easy condition, we conducted a linear regression analysis between mean days of weekly practice and the index of reduction of picture interference described above. Only in the FM group there was a negative relationship between number of days of weekly practice and the variable representing the reduction in RT for emotional images ( = −.40, = .04) (Figure 3) .
Considering the ER as the outcome, we found only a main effect for load ( (1, 66) = 689.4, < .001; DF > EA). (Figure 4) . Also, response bias followed a dose-response pattern at posttest, in which meditation practitioners presented the smallest bias, followed by relaxation and wait-list control ( (2, 68) = 4.0, linear test = .02) ( Figure 5 ). Table 1 shows results for selfreport measures. After training, FM showed improvements in trait anxiety and some task ratings. Despite no significant interaction between group and time for concentrated attention parameters, paired comparisons revealed a significant reduction of omission errors only for meditation (FM: (25) = 2.17, = .03; PR: (23) = 1.05, = .30; WLC: (21) = .53, = .59). There were no significant correlations between amount of practice and any of the self-report measures for any of the active groups.
Self-Report Assessments.
Discussion
The present study evaluated the effect of a six-week focused meditation training on emotion and attention regulation in a healthy sample of undergraduates, in comparison to a relaxation and a wait-list control group. Findings indicated that meditators presented greater reduction of emotion interference in the easy condition, which was not explained by a tradeoff with error rate, and which was complemented by a significant reduction in the subjective evaluation of negative valence and arousal of emotional images. Additionally, only meditators presented a significant reduction in state and trait anxiety and an increase in concentrated attention. Most importantly, the frequency of meditation practice predicted the reduction of interference produced by negative stimuli as revealed by a negative relationship between the number of days of weekly practice and the reduction in RT for emotional images. Finally, meditators presented a greater reduction in response bias in the difficult condition, which followed a dose-response pattern.
Meditation and Emotion Regulation.
Behavioral studies show that experimental manipulation of attention reduces emotion interference produced by distractive emotional stimuli, especially when attention load to the main task is high [15, 33] . This idea gives support to the present findings, in which meditators presented the most pronounced reduction in emotional interference after training and group differences were present only in the easy condition. The difficult condition consisted of a high exogenous attentional load task [34] , facilitating attentional deployment away from the emotional stimuli. In this condition, task load was so high that it may have exhausted processing resources and reduced the processing of the distractive emotional stimuli for all groups. However, in the easy condition, the task's exogenous demands were lower, freeing up participants' resources to process the distractive pictures. In this condition, it was expected that emotional pictures would produce an interference on behavior, revealed by increased reaction times. The results showed that meditators were better to regulate interference from emotional pictures. Reaction times when negative stimuli were presented were reduced after meditation training. This indicates that meditators were able to control their attention better to perform the bar discrimination task, reducing the interference of emotional distractive information. Their increased ability to control attention allowed them more successfully to deploy attention as an emotional regulation strategy [17, 18] .
One limitation, however, was the lack of a memory test for the images after the task. A better recall of emotional images might have indicated a more efficient use of divided attention, instead of better selective attention. Nevertheless, we believe this is not the case, given that meditators produced less negative valence ratings and lower arousal ratings. Also, they specifically practiced focused meditation, in which selective and sustained attentions are trained in order to inhibit distractions-internal or external-or disengage faster from them [1] . Studies investigating the efficacy of different emotion regulation strategies have demonstrated that selective attention allocation helps reducing emotional reactivity [18] . In fact, attention allocation may be more effective than other strategies, such as reappraisal and suppression [35] [36] [37] , and one possible explanation relates to their temporal distinction, given that attention allocation takes place faster, impacting earlier stages of emotion-generative processes [38] .
In line with these assumptions, other studies have also observed the efficacy of meditation for emotion regulation [39] [40] [41] and that psychological improvements following meditation training were mediated by enhanced top-down control [12, 42] . Interestingly, meditation can be more effective than distraction-an attention-allocation strategy-in reducing reactivity to negative self-beliefs related to social anxiety disorder [7] . One hypothesis for this outcome is the idea that meditation comprises a combination of an attentive mind with an emotional state of relaxation [3, 43, 44] .
Our results showed that only meditators had a significant reduction in trait and state anxiety. This finding is particularly relevant, given that higher levels of anxiety can impair the regulatory process, biasing attention towards negative stimuli [45] , or disrupting modulation of negative emotion [46] . Thus, cultivating attention stability along with a relaxation state seems to facilitate regulatory processes, possibly There was a linear significant effect ( * < .05), in which the meditation group presented the smallest bias, followed by the relaxation group, and next by the wait-list control group. explaining why meditation may be distinct from other strategies, such as distraction [7] or relaxation [40] .
Meditation and Attention Regulation.
As stated previously, response bias can be interpreted as the tendency to prioritize one of two answers, normally indicating that the subject adopts a strategy. In other words, it is a readiness to respond the same thing in an automated fashion [19, 23] . In the context of repeated two-option forced choices, like in our task, people present less persistence in doing subsequent cognitive tasks, either solvable or unsolvable, indicating that resource depletion is related to impaired executive control [47] . Thus, the fact that in the present study response bias was significantly higher in the difficult condition across groups at pretest, but significantly lower at posttest, particularly in the meditation group, suggests an improvement in their executive control. This is in line with other studies that have used different selective attention manipulations to investigate response bias [20] [21] [22] . For instance, a three-week attention training aiming to help subjects ignore distractors and process the target more efficiently in an auditory selection task produced a significant reduction in response bias after training, which correlated with neural response as indexed by P3 amplitude [21] . In other words, the more attention subjects allocated to the target, the more controlled and less automated were their responses. Likewise, it has been shown that reversing a pattern of response bias was only possible through selective attention training but not through training in which the manipulation involved a high load cognitive operation [22] .
Greater executive control has been demonstrated in people who have participated in meditation training programs, as well as in experienced meditators [48] [49] [50] . Similarly, areas typically involved in executive control, such as lateral prefrontal cortex and anterior cingulate cortex [51, 52] , are more activated during meditation or during the execution of an attentional task by meditators when compared to controls [53] [54] [55] [56] .
It should be noted that one study which also used a discrimination task to investigate meditation effects on vigilance found no difference for response bias after a three-month meditation training [57] . However, in our results, response bias interacted with difficulty, and the task used by MacLean Evidence-Based Complementary and Alternative Medicine 9 et al. did not include distractors nor had a condition that was more difficult than the other. Thus, in their study there might have been no reason for participants to adopt a strategy in the first place. In addition, participants were already meditators at pretest [57] .
Finally, we highlight that this reduction is likely to have been intentional, goal-oriented, and not simply an inverse strategy or random response, because in the latter situations the result would have been accompanied by a higher error rate, which was not the case. Thus, in the difficult condition at posttest, meditators seem to have had more executive control over their goal-oriented behavior, which is in line with the hypothesis of greater attention efficiency in attention tasks among meditators [50, 58] . This regulation can also be inferred from the finding that only meditators significantly reduced omissions in the concentrated attention test, corroborating studies that used similar [3] as well as different measures of concentrated attention [59] . Importantly, given that a motivational reward, such as money, can facilitate attentional and conflict resolution performance [60] , it is worth highlighting that our participants were not paid for their participation and that a potential interaction with this external motivational factor is ruled out in the present study.
Meditation as a Psychological Rehabilitation.
Our results corroborate the idea that emotion and attention regulation are intertwined and that meditation can enhance these skills. Moreover, meditation seems to constitute a particular type of emotion regulation strategy, which can be clinically relevant. It is known that in some psychiatric patients, even in remission, such as remitted depressed patients, there is a difficulty in reducing amygdala's reactivity to negative emotional stimuli when using reappraisal, and this correlates with the report of significantly less use of such strategy on a daily basis [61] . Likewise, there is evidence showing that anxiety patients present a bias favoring amygdala overactivation, as well as under-recruitment of prefrontal areas in the processing of negative stimuli [45] .
Thus, self-regulation practices, such as the meditation training proposed in the present work, seem to be an alternative for clinical conditions, especially considering the early effects of attention on emotion response [38] , and the fact that early reactivity to emotional stimuli may modulate subsequent processing stages [62] . Accordingly, Farb et al. [13] have recently discussed that among patients with affective disorders, mastering the direction of attention can help limiting the cognitive elaboration of negative emotions and negative self-evaluation.
These assumptions are in accordance with studies that have demonstrated a positive effect of meditation training in psychiatric symptoms and disorders [5, 7, 63, 64] . For instance, a meta-analysis showed that in patients with anxiety and mood disorders the effect sizes of meditation-based interventions were very robust, independent of year of publication, and maintained over follow-up [65] . It should be noted that in addition to its therapeutic effects, meditation could also contribute to mental health practices by fostering therapist's effectiveness, therapeutic alliance, and complementary perspectives on therapeutic processes [4] .
